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above and on the opposite side of the tree, facing almost due west (Fig. 

1: 4). Two nearby trees (both dead) also contained holes and the 
lowest one of five holes in one of these trees was utilised for roosting · 
by woodpeckers (Fig. 1: 2). This particular tree will therefore be 
referred to as the 'roost tree'. Three holes in this tree faced westward 
and another two (Fig. 1 : 5) faced northeast. A single hole in a tree 
a little further from the nest tree faced approximately southward (Fig. 
1: 6). All holes were somewhat vertically ovate in shape, as noted (and 
illustrated) for this _species by SHORT (1973). 

As one aim of presenting these observations is to give some indica
tion of the incubation regime of the nesting pair, it is most convenient, 
and much clearer, to present our data chronologically in semi-tabular 
form, and to enlarge upon certain points thereafter. This enables the 
reader to more easily calculate periods of incubation and /or absence 
from the (local) times given. That the pair in occupation of the nest 
hole were incubating eggs is presumed, as the nest interior was not 
examined, but the behaviour of the birds leaves little doubt that this 
was in fact the case. 

Unless otherwise stated all observations were made from our 
parked vehicle, approximately 85 metres from the nest, with the aid of 
field glasses. One of us watched the nest tree and the other watched 
the roost tree, thus enabling us to confirm certain behaviours beyond 
doubt. 

The observations 

10 December 1976 

16:15. Male seen on nest tree-flew away-returned and entered nest 
(Fig. 1: 1). 

16:27. Male departed. 
16:30. Female arrived and entered nest. 
16:45. Male arrived, female departed, male entered nest. 
17:19. Male departed, calling in flight, foraged in nearby trees. 
17:22. Male returned and entered nest. 
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17:46. Male returned and replaced female on nest. Female went to 

top ofnest tree and preened there for 2-3 minutes and then 
returned to nest and replaced male. 

17:49. The male hopped to top of nest tree and preened. 

17:50. Strange male stopped foraging-in nearby trees and entered lowest 
bole in roost tree, 6 metres above the ground (Fig. 1 : 2). A Hill 

Myna, Gracula religiosa, was seen to be inside this hole and 
peering out of it only a few minutes prior to the strange male 

woodpecker entering it; presumably the myna bad left the hole 
before the woodpecker entered it. 

18:00. Sunset a few minutes ago, dusk progressing rapidly. 

18:05. At this time the male returned to the nest bole and replaced the 

female. She then flew to the roost tree, hopped up to the roost 

hole (Fig. 1 : 2) and entered it directly, thus joining the strange 

male already therein. After three minutes she came out, hopped 

slowly to the very apex of the roost tree, called loudly twice, 
hopped down again slowly backward (i.e. with head uppermost) 
and again entered the roost hole still containing the strange male. 
Very close observation of both the roost and nest holes for a 
subsequent 30 minutes, until complete darkness, confirmed that 

none of the three birds left them. 

11 December 1976 

06:10. Started observations on nest (DWF) and roost (CBF) boles in 
· nearly total darkness. 

06:20. Female left roost hole, calling just prior to leaving tree. 
At this call male looked out of nest bole, 'bobbed' his head up 
and down for about a minute and then left the nest, hopped to 
top of nest tree-preened-and flew off. At this time (06:25) the 
strange male left the roost hole and joined the female and the 
male in a close feeding association on dead trees within 20 
metres radius of the nest tree. 

06:29. Incubating male returned to nest and entered, leaving the female 
feeding close to the strange male. (That the male which returned 
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10:38. Male entered nest hole after considerable hesitation in nest tree 
vicinity. Gave one minute intensive calling from the hole, both 
with bead visible in entrance and whilst out of sight-then silent. 

11:12. Female heard calling in distance-30 seconds later she arrived 
on nest tree-called and gave a brief drum. Male called and 

left nest hole. Female entered nest (photographed). Male flew 
off calling (11:15). 

12:05. Female heard lightly tapping nest wall for 20 seconds. 

12:33. Female looked out of nest hole for one minute. 

12:55. Female peered out of nest hole and then left silently to adjacent 
trees. 

13:0 l. Female flew off across road calling loudly. 

13:02. We left nest tree and returned to vehicle. 

13:10. Female returned to nest tree calling and entered nest. 

13:59. Female looked out of nest hole. 

14:09. Male calling in return flight to nest-female peered out of nest 

and left prior to male landing on nest tree-female flew off calling 

as male entered nest. 

14:10. Stopped observations for rest. 

15:55. Commenced observations. 

16:50. Call of the species heard in distance-female looked out of nest 
hole briefly. 

17:12. Female peered out of nest for about one minute, following a loud 
barbet call. 

17:20. Woodpecker (presumably the male or males) heard drumming in 
distance for the last 10 minutes. 

17:21. Male returned silently and replaced female on the nest, female 
called just after leaving the nest-during which a third wood
pecker heard tapping trees closeby. 

17:24. Female still foraging in nearby trees, but she flew off at 17:25. 

17:30. Male peered out of nest hole for three minutes. 

17:33. Male left nest silently, to nearby trees and foraged. 
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Notes on some of the observations 

Both male and female nearly always arrived at the nest tree by 

landing above the nest, usually a metre· or so, and subsequently hopping 
down the tree in reverse (i.e. upright with head u·ppermost) to enter the 
nest hole. On one or two occasions, however, they did land beneath 
the nest hole and hop directly upwards and into it. 

All references above to birds calling, either while perched or in 

flight, refer to a sound which appears to be the "Rattle Call" described 

by SHORT (1973), and the "hoarse, loud, prolonged call, uttered in both 

flight and from a tree, incessant and strident, such as might be made 
by a giant cicada." as described by SMYTHIES (1953). 

The pair of birds engaged in incubation in the nest hole very 

obviously avoided each other when together on the same tree, and in 

particular in the nest hole area. One bird arriving at the nest hole 

before the sitting bird had departed would always retreat at least a foot 

away as the departing bird appeared in the entrance. Thereafter, until 
the relieved bird flew from the tree or the arriving bird entered the nest, 
the two birds would, as · SHORT (1973) writes of Dinopium javanense, 

"move apart, usually to opposite sides of the tree. There is some 

'peeking' around the tree, accompanied by Crest Raising, but the birds 
move up the trunk on opp.9site sides of the tree." SHoRT (1973) also 

noted very similar behaviour in c. lucidus. 

On two occasions we were able to observe a bird within the nest 
or roost hole perform a 'cryptic' posture. The first example of this was 

brought about by a car full of people stopping close to the roost hole in 
which the strange male bad been for some time. At this event the bird 
peered out of the bole in a normal fashion with the bill protruding 
outward in the direction of the car, which was to the extreme right of 
it's field of view from the entrance of the bole. The car then reversed 
toward our parked vehicle, stopping directly in front of the roost tree. 

At this the bird pointed it's bill tip straight upwards, the bill thus 
appearing as a vertical line across the roost bole. This peculiar posture 
would appear to enable the bird to continue observing the potential 
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breeding season. In addition our observations in this respect would, 

thus, appear to support SHORT's suggestion that "Family parties may 
maintain loose contact throughout the day vocally, then roost near one 

another at night." If the strange male we observed really was an 
offspring of the previous breeding season, it would be particularly 
interesting to know if this family relationship continued after fledging 

of the subsequent brood. 

From our observations of the three Greater Golden-backed 

Woodpeckers at Khao Yai it was established that in these birds: 

( 1) The male incubated at night, as is usual in woodpeckers 

(STEINBACHER , 1964). 

(2) The incubating male defended the nesting territory against another 

bird in adult male plumage, but the defended area appeared to 

consist of little more than the nest tree, as both the male and 
female tqok no notice of another male feeding in trees close to the 
nest tree. This may have been due, however, to the feeding male 
being an offspring of the breeding pair. 

(3) The female roosted in the same roost hole, in a tree close to her 
nest tree, on two consecutive nights; on the first night by joining 
a male to which she was not mated (communal roosting), but on 

· the second night by entering the roost hole first and subsequently 
preventing her roost companion of the previous night joining her. 

(4) The strange unmated male roosted in a bole higher up in the same 

tree that? the occupied nest bole, having been evicted from his 

roost bole of previous night by the female (with whom he roosted 
. the night before). 

(5) In view of the fact that the incubating pair were involved in very 

early breeding activity for the season, and that the plumage ofthe 

strange male was identical to the breeding male, it is obvious that 
the strange male was not a young of the season. It is possible it 
was a young of the nesting pair from the previous season. 

We are grateful to Dr. Lester L. Short, of the American Museum 
of Natural History, for kindly reading and commenting on a draft of 

this note. 
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